Assessing the Transition Between High School and College: Portfolios as Artifacts of Student and Curricular Growth George H. Cooper
When I went off to college, I was happy to close the door behind me. Not only did I leave my home and my high school, I left the state, not because the school I headed for was so spectacular, but because it was far enough away that without a doubt, I could sever my ties with home and all the more quickly, I presumed, declare myself an adult. -Just like a kid.
The transition between high school and col lege is perhaps as natural as growth itself, a pas sage through which a person is transformed, abandoning the lessons of the past so as to better embrace future adventure unencumbered. But really, is this what we want to happen in the tran sition between high school and college?
I have taught college writing for fifteen years and periodically ask students to reflect on what they learned about writing in high school, about what they learned as a whole in their past educa tion. To hear them tell it, they learned frightfully little; and how would I know to doubt them, my years of high school so far behind me, and the media so set upon propounding the weaknesses of public education.
Assessment: To Sit Beside
Since 1992 at the University of Michigan, we have been assessing the writing of incoming stu dents through a sample of their work contributed in a portfolio. We ask for four pieces of writing, three of which we assume they already have writ ten and need not produce upon their acceptance to the university: a piece of writing that responds to something you read, a piece of writing from a class other than English, a piece of writing that you like a lot or consider most representative of your ability. The fourth piece of writing, a reflective piece, they have to write fresh for the portfolio, and they use it to explain the other pieces in the port folio, as well as to explain why they might have submitted writing beyond the guidelines we request.
In writing this I don't mean to say that portfo lios are perfect. To say these portfOlios are an exhaustive representation of four years of high school writing would not be accurate. Moreover. we use the portfolios to place students into one of three categories, the middle category (Introductory Composition) receiving the vast majority of these students, 85 percent. Some people have argued that the sophistication and expense involved in portfolio assessment is wasted on such an indis criminate and seemingly disproportionate place ment pattern. Indeed, such a wide range of stu dents enter into Introductory Composition as to make the few on either end of our placement, practicum or exempt. the products of the worst sort of tracking -the bottom group stigmatized as the worst of all writers, or equally problematic, the top group, the extraordinarily best, in whose skills the institution has found nothing to question and who, by extension, might never question or possi bly employ their own writing ability again. In any case it can be reasonably argued that ability sortSpring 1998 39 ing into categories such as these could probably be effected by other, less expensive and equally accurate, means.
Having just introduced a thorny issue of Michigan's assessment, I wish to leave it for anoth er time, in order to bring up one useful offshoot to the problematics of portfolio measurement. An effect of portfOlio assessment is that we can leam more about the gap or transition between high school and college, indeed, the various stages of growth students enjoy and in response to which teachers at all levels prepare themselves. Such a record of what a student has leamed can offset the "gap" mentality that students bring to college, and In the portfolio assessment process at Michigan, the day begins with standardization of the readers-in our case, college graduate stu dents and faculty. We read two portfolios, individ ually identify their features, record and score them, and then compare and discuss scores as well as reasons for them. In doing this, our stan dards come into line for the day, and for many days, to help us keep our testing instrument reli able over time. During standardization and the ensuing discussion of student writing. a great vari ety of features of writing, as well as education. are covered. Participants discuss student writing in a manner usually reserved for accepted works of lit erature, elements of voice, synthesis of evidence, nuance of style. control of metaphor. In their effort to evaluate and accurately place a student, readers will use textual elements to speculate on a great variety of students' cognitive attributes. educa tional opportunities, and even personality types. In addition to the writing itself, the portfOlio pro vides information on the name of the school. its location, the assignments to which the students have responded, the range of writing opportunities the student enjoyed across the curriculum, and in all of this, a glimpse of the general quality of writ ing instruction the student has been afforded over at least the high school years, if not their whole educational career.
Assessment: A Means of Outreach and Understanding
Recently, we read a portfolio with high school and some college teachers as part of the Red Cedar Writing Project at Michigan State University. Not 40 Language Arts Journal of Michigan surprising, though nonetheless profound, were the ways in which the conversation among high school teachers compared to the conversation among college teachers regarding the same portfo lio. A discussion of those conversations here doc uments the gap between high school and college, as well as the possible bridging of it, that I referred to above.
It was a sunny and warm day in Lansing. Janet Swenson, co-director of the Red Cedar Writing Project, had facilitated my request to work with members of her group for one morning. 1\vo col leagues of mine, Ann Russell and Margaret Willard, and I brought Laura Gronseth's2 portfolio with us to share, hoping to leam more about how our assessment was perceived by teachers in Michigan, as well as to compare our view of criteria for assessment and the assumptions at their foun dation to what high school teachers think. Along with the reflective piece, Laura's portfOlio contains a piece on Mark 1\vain, the goal of which was to "select an author, analyze several works of litera ture written by the author, and develop an arguable thesis from the research"; a piece on high school athletics, the goal of which was to "discuss the importance of high school athletics": and a short story, that was written to imitate the style of Edgar Allen Poe.
The teachers at the Red Cedar Writing Project began their assessment impressed by the "creative piece," the imitation of Edgar Allen Poe. They remarked that the piece was "accomplished-the piece centers on a character I believe in." The piece contains "details, background, and econom ical construction." The writer "maintains tone rel evant to the style she is imitating," "establishes a convincing plot," and "includes elements appro priate for a short story." The piece is "right on from the start," and contains "appropriate dia logue." "The Poe piece matches what the writer says about it in the reflective piece." One teacher remarked about how such a piece of writing requires a lot of time, both on the part of student and teacher, and that she had tried and abandoned an assignment such as this because it was beyond the reach of her and her students.
Important to note here is that the Poe imita tion was last in the portfolio, and the Red Cedar teachers' attention to it signaled the achievement it represented for a high school student and teacher as well as for its entertainment qUalities.
The second piece discussed (and the second piece in the portfolio) was the one on high school athletics. The topic on athletics grew out of per sonal experience and expressed the view that "the foundation of educational athletics be sportsman ship." Teachers thought it was "weakest of the three," that it "captures [thel idea of good winning and losing, sportsmanship." The topic struck another teacher as difficult and one that was "hard to make convincing, yet the writer does."
The first piece of the portfolio, but the last one discussed, was the piece on Mark TWain. Red Cedar teachers observed that it "loses focus." "Paragraphs seem tacked on." There are "some problems with argument, but not surprising given the degree of difficulty being attempted." Another teacher agreed that it was a good topic and credit ed the writer for integrating four of TWain's writ ings in this analysis. One teacher, whose assess ment was perhaps not so benevolent, indicated that the piece ought to be this gOOd, since "the student had all term to complete the project." A last comment that in its generality possibly sums up the view of the whole: "it is readable."
College teachers began their discussion of the same portfolio with the TWain piece that analyzed a number of his writings. Among the features the teachers addressed were that the piece was "not particularly well organized but clearly had a pur pose." The "collected information is not well syn thesized, but it is well chosen." Another reader thought the evidence could be more convincing. Another said that the writer "went for a complex thesis, the difficulty of which might have discom bobulated his overall composition. This counted both for and against the writer." There was also a general concern about attribution in the TWain piece, although the writer had made the nature of the sources she consulted quite clear in the reflective piece.
Mter discussing the TWain piece, the college readers then moved on to discuss alternately the sports piece, the Poe imitation, as well as the port folio as a whole. 3 One said that the "sports piece didn't help." Another said the Poe piece was "very Poe-like." The reader went on to say that she anticipated a kind of B movie, slasher ending, but was pleasantly surprised as the narrative was, especially toward the end. "infused with very Poe like characteristics." Another reader then defend ed the sports piece. Although offended by "in your face" transition words, the reader said, "We have seen a lot of pieces like this. They have no specifiCS; this one actually had some meat." Overall, another reader said, the portfolio pos sessed a "decent, flowing style, especially the TWain piece. There was a global, purposeful feeling to the whole thing." A final comment in the col lege teacher session regarded models and, in con junction with that, what we expect from students at the college level. The reader said that in con ceiving of and writing the Poe piece, the writer had a model to match, "whereas students don't neces sarily [have models I for a critical analysis. The
TWain piece is what we teach; therefore, we pay attention to it."
Assessment: A Rhetoric of Ridicule
At least since the Harvard Report on Composition and Rhetoric in 1892 and 1897 col lege teachers have been in the business of blaming high school teachers for weaknesses in student writing. It happens in secondary school and mid dle school as well. The teachers at the higher learning level blame those just previous to them for student weaknesses. It's natural, you might say. It's natural and appropriate, especially when students are in fact not well prepared. But it is not natural when the teachers (let's say college teach ers) begin blaming their predecessors (let's say high school teachers) for deficiencies in skills that college teachers are supposed to impart. Moreover, it is not natural or appropriate when the college teachers know next to nothing about what stu dents do in high school, and have done little to find out. Lucille Parkinson McCarthy observed in her 1987 study. "Stranger in Strange Lands," that students (in general) will not bring to the next level all of the skills they learned at the earlier educa tional level, leaving them dormant until drawn upon by a discerning, conscientious teacher. College teachers can corroborate in this silent sleep by assuming that the neophyte college stu dent knows nothing, obviously, having just arrived from high school, and will not be ready to bear ideas until at least mid term, by which time they will have benefited from the ingestion of the rudi ments of college type thinking.
Let me try to ground this in what the last col lege reader said of the TWain piece, as well as the process of reading the portfolio described above. College teachers value critical thinking. A 1987 internal survey of faculty at Michigan reported that critical thinking and writing was highly valued, taught and expected. 4 Although there are many incarnations of critical thinking, the discussion above indicates that what college readers value as critical is thinking in which a writer employs mUl tiple sources (critical views) and manipulates them harmonically and technically so as to reveal multiple angles on a single text or author. The value college teachers place on this kind of writing is revealed as well in the fact that their discussion of the above portfolio begins with and centers on the TWain piece, valuing "synthesis," "purpose," and "complexity." The Red Cedar teachers by no means devalue the analytical features of the TWain piece and, on the contrary, address characteristics of its "argument," integration, and organization. The Red Cedar teachers. like the college teachers, credit the piece and even excuse some of the weaknesses because of its degree of difficulty; nonetheless, I don't think there is an equivalence in the language used by each group.
Not only is there difference in the language used to talk about the same thing, but qualities are attributed with value according to what the evaluators are familiar with. The Red Cedar teach ers began their discussion with the Poe imitation, even though it was the last piece in the portfolio. Also punctuating their discussion was the fact that an imitation such as this is so difficult and time consuming to teach that the success wit nessed here is rare. The college teachers, on the other hand, began with the 1\vain piece, and though noting the high quality of the Poe imita tion. did not value its degree of difficulty. arguing that with a model. the task of writing was easier. Indeed, analytical skills are necessary for a writer to carry off a successful imitation. A writer has to identify and understand features of style before she can use them. A writer has to identify and understand the pacing of "a sense of foreboding" before she can pace her own images as effectively. A writer has to identify and understand how sub tlety of language can lead to suspense, or else go straight for the juggler with a slasher type ending.
Assessment: Artifacts of Student and Curricular Growth
My point here is that although college teach ers don't recognize it, there is a genuine and effec tive amount of critical analysis going on in Poe imitation. Moreover, it is a kind of intellectual work that high school teachers value highly because it involves a young writer in a "real" enterprise of literature, but also because young writers enjoy this kind of work. On the other hand, the use of secondary sources in high school research often results in report-like work, even if assigned under the rubric of analysis. And the research paper, an assignment of considerable history as well as burden, is assigned primarily as an instrument to get students to read more sec ondary material, to get to the library and collect information, rather than as an occasion for a stu dent to explore, to inquire, to express themselves in their own critical voice. Colleges, by and large. do not require research done in this way.5 The quality of the 1\vain piece that the college teachers liked and centered in on, and that the Red Cedar teachers noticed but did not specifically articu late, is the use of secondary materials as multiple perspectives to illuminate aspects of 1\vain and his literature rather than more simply to report on the multiple perspectives.
I don't mean to suggest there is anything out of the ordinary here. teachers, instead of leading me repeatedly step by step through the topic, the content, the paragraph order, and the paper length, had assigned just one piece of academic work, that left choices (in con tent, style and form) up to me? I can't quite say, but I do believe that we at the college and we in the high schools should be in greater contact over what we expect from students and what we teach. Such conversations happen sometimes at conferences, and have happened this summer, at National Writing Projects. Although these activities are ongoing and institu tionalized within our profession, they do not alle viate the reality I hear about nearly every time I visit a school to talk about college and high school writing. After a recent visit to Dexter High School. Ellen Doss wrote to say, "Strange as it may seem, we rarely make the time to all come together and discuss actual classroom practices." It's not that teachers don't talk on a regular basis; it's that when they do, their conversations entail a lot of other baggage.
Is it possible that through a conscientious and reflective use of portfolios, we can achieve more than just assessment, and perhaps use that infor mation to bridge the gap between high school and college? I would say so. Moreover, to be healthy, assessment instruments need to do more than rank and sort students. They need to, in Pat Belanoffs words, offer "a way of integrating test ing, teaching, and curriculum" (20). A portfolio, in its material form, offers a foundation to do this; but we as teachers, especially as we represent teachers of different levels, need to attend to this foundation and learn from what it offers.
Notes
1 I recognize the possibility of this being a false set of categories, since those "skills for col lege," might also be relevant for use in the world, and vice versa. Moreover. it could be argued that the psychological, logical. and tactical skills involved in writing should never be separated into categories of age appropriateness. as they are effectively inseparable from each other.
2 I want to thank Laura for her willingness to talk about and share her work. When I contacted her about my interest in her writing. she was grateful. She wrote back to me the following: "I worked very hard on my portfolio and I am proud of the writing I submitted. I am interested in your request as well as the feedback other teachers have towards my writing. You have my permission to use my portfolio as well as my name. My only request is that I would like to hear some of the responses to my writing so I may grow as a writer through the experience."
3 As I will discuss later. the order in which the pieces were discussed is of importance. The fact that the college readers at some point began to discuss the portfolio as a whole, or pieces alter nately. was most likely caused by the college teachers being in a frame of mind of having to eval uate the whole portfolio. whereas the Red Cedar teachers were part of a workshop and not gen uinely assessing the portfolio as a whole for place ment.
4 Percentages vary across disciplines and course level. but in general, the survey concluded that 46 percent of all courses at the University required some kind of critical analysis (45).
5 No doubt this is a generalization that will be proven wrong in specific cases. Should I say. it is not required at Michigan? I can qualify this gener alization by saying that most introductory compo sition courses. most survey courses used as elec tives in the first two years. do not require such papers. And when such research is required, the students are asked to juxtapose their own voices, their own viewpoints into the secondary material they employ.
6 I can take such a stance until I remember the arrogance and territory issues that arise in the study of literature on all levels, at which point. I have to agree that these communication break downs are unavoidable, although one can wish they would change.
